
At a glance
Every two years, the Denver Regional Council of Governments facilitates the
capture of high-resolution, high-quality, four-band orthoimagery in our 6,000-
square-mile region on behalf of member governments and public partners.

The DRAPP advantage
Being a DRAPP partner offers several advantages over other imagery sources, such as:

� Cost savings: With 50-plus partners involved in each project, square mileage costs are reduced and
project costs are shared.

� Valued partner input: As a DRAPP partner, you help set parameters. Your feedback shapes all
aspects of the project, from technical specifications to aesthetics.

� Reduced burden: Your burden is minimized because DRCOG takes care of all project management
tasks including writing requests for proposal and statements of work, managing contracts and
vendors, and monitoring quality control and delivery.

� Deliverable options: Your
deliverable is customizable to fit
your business needs and includes:

� tiled imagery on hard drive
(three projection and two format
options)

� streaming services of current
and historical imagery

� Licensing: Tiled imagery belongs to
you, so you can use it at your
discretion for years to come! (Note:
Resale of images is prohibited.)

� Extras: DRCOG is always looking
for ways to meet your needs. You
get access to any extra data
products for which DRCOG
negotiates on your behalf including
elevation data, planimetric features
and supplemental imagery sources.

We make life better!

DENVER REGIONAL AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT

Our capture

requirements and

evaluation

criteria ensure

quality every step

of the way.

Resolutions: 3-inch, 6-inch, 12-inch

Accuracy: Adheres to industry standards for positional accuracy

Quality: Independent quality control performed on every tile

Aesthetics: - Reduced shadows

- Reduced building lean

- Snow-free and leaf-off

Aerial photography flights are timed to capture snow-free,

leaf-off images throughout the Denver region.
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Using the data
DRAPP imagery is a foundational dataset for
mapping and analysis in the region. Here are
just a few ways it is used by our partners:

� as a basemap for static maps in print
publications, web applications and field units
for data collection and dispatch

� to develop derivative data like planimetrics
(building roofprints, parking lots, sidewalks)

� to monitor change in the built and natural
environment

� to manage infrastructure assets

� in-office project planning and site analysis
that can replace or reduce fieldwork

� collaborative multijurisdictional planning
(stormwater master plans)

� analysis of flood risk to property owners

� to find potential locations for solar energy
infrastructure

� to assess parking inventory expansion
potential for revenue generation

In addition to current imagery, DRAPP partners are eligible to

stream historical imagery to compare development over time.
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